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PORCELANOSA, a global leader in
innovation and design, specializes
in the manufacture and distribution
of wall & floor tiles, kitchen and bath
products, and ventilated facade wall
systems.
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BEVEL

COLLECTION

A compact, minimalist bathroom unit, made entirely of
Krion® that stands out for its inward-sloping front. Rounding
off the series are two mirrors, one with lighting and the
other with sliding shelves. The vanity also has a mobile
storage unit, with open shelves, in a similar design to the
rest but sloping in the opposite direction from the basin
unit. It has a series of wall-hung columns of different sizes,
also with a sloping front, but this time sloping sideways.
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A. BEVEL MIRROR
B. BEVEL VANITY
C. BEVEL SHELF
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D. BEVEL STORAGE UNIT
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PURE LINE

COLLECTION
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The Pure Line collection is completed with wood finishes and new pieces. Fresh,
minimalist designs that are a reflection of an organized mind.

A. PURE LINE MIRROR

As a new part of the series, the new vanity is an essential piece to the bathroom. It
is made in aged oak natural wood and metal frame, it provides strength to the pack.
The drawer, located at the bottom of the vanity, is fully integrated on it, and has slow
closing guides and full opening.

D. PURE LINE TUB
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B. PURE LINE VANITY
C. PURE LINE MIXERS
E. PURE LINE TOWEL RAIL
NOT SHOWN: PURE LINE TOILET

DUNA

COLLECTION

A

B

Duna is a new concept of bathroom furniture based on simplicity and the
blending of materials in an innovative and attractive way. Its main structure
consists of a canal shaped aluminum sheet with a granite basin that fits into
the interior gap of the curved sheet. The aluminum sheet includes a small
opening on the right-hand side, next to the granite piece, which works as
a towel rail. A matching aluminum mirror is available as an accessory,
with built-in lighting and a shelf, perfect for hanging and placing everyday
items close to the basin.
A. DUNA MIRROR
B. DUNA WORKTOP WITH GRANITE BASIN
C. DUNA VANITY
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PAT H

VANITY
A washbasin unit made up of an outer tubular aluminum framework in
a Sable finish. This holds a stone washbasin and carved wood veneer
unit. This combination of carved wood and stone gives it a vintage
appearance. Sized to three widths: 23 5/8”, 35 3/8”, and 47 1/4”,
with the possibility of a double sink in the last case. The drawers have a
Sable laminate lining and Nadir texture. Rounding it all off is a mirror with
the same aluminum surround as the frame of the washbasin unit.

VANITY
A modular bathroom unit in a 23 5/8” or 31 1/2” format, available in
a Blanco Brillo or Negro Brillo lacquer finish. Both its two drawer fronts
feature a handle. Rounding it off are a choice of mirrors in the same
finishes as the bathroom unit and a selection of washbasins. This vanity is
perfect for small bathrooms or powder rooms.
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C E N T U RY

VANITY

A washbasin unit with a carved oak veneer finish to give it a rustic
appearance. This is a compact unit, featuring two drawers with a Sable
laminate lining and Nadir texture. Visually it stands out for two reasons:
firstly, for its slightly sunken fronts, with a linear metal handle that juts out
so that it is flush with the sides and countertop; and, secondly, because its
side panels and wood veneer base are assembled to each other and to the
countertop with mitre joints to create a solid ensemble. Accompanying it is
a mirror with a frame in a glossy chrome finish.

SLIM

BATHTUB
A free-standing oval bathtub made of Krion® Solid Surface, with a cleanlined design. Includes an integrated overflow. Krion® click-clak cover drain.
Sized at 70 7/8” x 31 1/2”. Krion® Solid Surface is durable and resistant
and allows the bathtub to be shaped in a smooth rounded form.

COLLECTION

C

Porcelanosa collaborated with Zaha Hadid Design to create the VITAE
collection, inspired by the fluidity of water. This collection, which is the result
of working together over two years, takes full advantage of the materials
incorporating the latest technologies. The result is an integral collection
designed to stand out as an innovative and flowing bathroom concept,
where the user will blend in a space designed for relaxing.
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VITAE FAUCET

VITAE SINK

VITAE MIRROR

VITAE BATHTUB
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TONO

TONO Elements and TONO One – a set of components
designed to work together as a part of an integrated system,
with an unlimited choice of finishes and materials. Unified by a
common, simple design language and palette of complementary
materials and color tones, the minimalist aesthetic brings to the
fore an honesty of material, simplicity of form and the craft of
manufacture.

MATERIALS:

SINKS:

BRASSWARE:

CERAMIC

KRION®

CHROME

DARK
CHROME

BRASS

COPPER

SATIN
CHROME

SATIN
DARK
CHROME

SATIN
BRASS

SATIN
COPPER

CALGARY

HABANA
DARK

CAPPUCCINO
GREY
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TILE
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SOHO
231/2”x 231/2”

31” x 31”
A

B

A. SOHO BONE
B. SOHO ACERO
C. SOHO SILVER
NOT SHOWN:
SOHO TAUPE

A series inspired by the old
industrial-style New York lofts,
seen throughout its smooth
cement look. Characterized
by its worn edge look, which
enhances its authenticity.
SOHO ACERO

SOHO BONE
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SOHO TAUPE

SOHO SILVER

TOSCANA
17” x 47”
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A. TOSCANO CALIZA
B. TOSCANO BONE
C. TOSCANO STONE

Part of the new XL wall tile collection, this collection is based off the
industrial character of cement. Matching mosaic options available
as well as a decorative tile. Available for wall (17” x 47”) and
floor (23” x 23”).
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MOSAICO TOSCANA STONE

MOSAICO TOSCANA BONE

MOSAICO TOSCANA CALIZA

TOSCANA DECO

B O M B AY

WALL TILE

The Bombay collection is an avant-garde series with a lot of character
that has an amazing metallic polished shine capable of providing a
very personal touch in the space design. Available in 12” x 35”.

SILVER

KEOPS

BLANCO

WALL TILE

PRISMA

Ceramic tiles inspired by geometry, featuring closely linked ellipses
framework. Because of its waves and outstanding relief, this tile
provides an optical illusion of movement. 17 3/4” x 47 1/4”.

WHITE MATT

WHITE

SILVER

BRONZE

WALL TILE
A contemporary & avant-garde tile collection inspired by irregular
prisms. Available in metallic finishes, matte and gloss. Tiles are sized
at 13” x 39 1/2”.

SILVER

WHITE MATT

BRONZE

WHITE
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ROCHE

WALL & FLOOR TILE
Based on cement finishes and classical-style hydraulic tiles, Roche is
available in formats for both wall and floor applications.
WALL:
13” X 39”, 17 3/4” X 47 1/4”

FLOOR:
23” X 23”

ROCHE ACERO

DECO ROCHE
ACERO

ROCHE ACERO

ROCHE RETRO ACERO

MIRAGE

WALL & FLOOR TILE
Inspired by slate, Mirage has metallic tones on its surface as a result of
the gloss-matte effect inlays.

WHITE

DECO WHITE

CREAM

DECO CREAM
WALL:
13” X 39 1/2”

SILVER

DECO SILVER
FLOOR:
15 3/4” X 31 1/2”
23 1/2” X 47 1/4”

DARK

DECO DARK

METROPOLITAN

WALL & FLOOR TILE

Evoking a fusion between cement and rusty metal, this series is
characterized by contrasts in both glass and matte. Available in wall,
floor, and large format sizes.
WALL:
17 3/8” X 26”
17 3/4” X 47 1/4”
FLOOR:
23” X 23”

METROPOLITAN
CALIZA
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METROPOLITAN
ANTRACITA

METROPOLITAN
SILVER

31” X 31”

COSMOS

WALL & FLOOR TILE
The Cosmos series features slate tiles made of a combination of silvery
metals and relief textures. Suitable for use in a multitude of different
settings, where surfaces with a unique design and sheen can be
achieved. In addition, thanks to its shade variation and wide variety of
patterns, it can be used for both indoor and outdoor application.
WALL

FLOOR

13” X 39 1/2”

23 1/2” X 23 1/2”

17 3/4” X 35 3/8”

17 3/4” X 47 1/4”

BOLONIA

Bolonia is the perfect ceramic combination between stone and wood. A
square center emulating Belgian blue stone is surrounded by a partial
wood look border. Available in 23” x 23” and 31” x 31”.

BOLONIA
COGNAC

VIENA

BOLONIA
COLONIAL

A wood-look ceramic tile, Viena has a slat-shaped design in a
herringbone pattern, achieving a cutting edge feel that adapts to every
style. Available in 23” x 23” or 31” x 31”.

VIENA
COLONIAL
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VIENA
NATURAL

VIENA
COGNAC

VIENA
FRESNO

HERITAGE

Heritage stands out because of its streaks, similar to those of natural
wood and because of its delicate volume effect, achieved through a
careful fusion between different shapes under the same compositional
rhythm. The result: an elegant and subtle vintage finish. 31 1/2” x 31
1/2”.

HERITAGE
NATURAL

MANHATTAN

HERITAGE
COLONIAL

HERITAGE
COGNAC

Manhattan is a wood-porcelain tile collection inspired by Nordic
wood with a vintage and very natural look. It is both an original and
exclusive collection, linking the ceramic quality with the warmth that
wood provides. This collection stands out for its softness, through matte
surfaces with a silky touch. Because of both its serenity and simplicity,
Manhattan is a perfectly combinable series with other floor tiles and
wall tiles projects, such as ceramic stone or hydraulic inspiration floor
tiles. Sizes available: 7 1/2” x 70”, 11 1/2“ x 70”.

MANHATTAN SILVER

MANHATTAN COGNAC

MANHATTAN NATURAL

MANHATTAN MAPLE

MANHATTAN COLONIAL
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GRAVITY

MOSAIC

Relying on geometric inspiration, this collection achieves a unique
design in the shape of an arrowhead, available in three colors sized
at 11” x 11”.

ALUMINIUM ARROW
METAL

CORE

ALUMINIUM ARROW
ROSE GOLD

ALUMINUM ARROW
GOLD

THROUGH-BODY PORCELAIN
The collection combines all the benefits of through-body porcelain tiles
with emulated cement textures. A collection that stands out for its rich
variety of patterns, it can be used to create amazingly resistant surfaces
with a broad spacious feel.

GREY

COAL

SAND

WHITE

11” X 23”
23” X 23”
31” X 31”

WEST

THROUGH-BODY PORCELAIN

A series created for outdoor use, West can create warm-looking
surfaces with a natural appeal thanks to its wide variety of wood grain
patterns. 23” x 23”.

BROWN
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COAL

GREY

XLIGHT PREMIUM

THROUGH-BODY PORCELAIN

Inspired by marble, the new XLIGHT PREMIUM collection of ultra-thin
large format tiles stands out for its rich variety of colors, combined with
unique finishes that evoke the very essence of the polished and matte
surfaces of the fine stone that they emulate,
The collection is designed for use on indoor residential walls and floors
and the new formats of these porcelain sheets offer use as countertops
and kitchen worktops or cladding on furniture.

LUSH WHITE

SAVAGE DARK

KALA WHITE

AGED CLAY

MOON WHITE

AGED DARK

47 1/4” X 47 1/4”
47 1/4” X 98 3/8”
59” X 126” (COUNTERTOP)
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